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I’ve noticed the gait of my stride has changed this past year. I’ve
found that I’ve intentionally had to remind myself to “slow down
and breathe,” as I’ve been running from school drop-off to workplace, washer to dryer, dinner table to kitchen sink. Moving from
a sales position where productivity and success were based on “the
bigger the number the better,” and into a creative job where having
space to breathe and create is a requirement, has most definitely
slowed my gait. Until lately though, I didn’t even realize how fast
I had been running and that I was fighting against slowing down
without even knowing it.
I’ve found that every decision to slow my steps is a sacrifice of
time somewhere else. The decision to leave the dirty dinner dishes
on the table to go play with my 5-year-old has been an exercise in
discipline. It’s a decision to set aside my treadmill time to talk to my
teenage daughter who’s mulling over questions like “what am I going
to do when I grow up” and discussing the new subject of boys. It’s
a decision to skip the beginning of my favorite TV show to snuggle
with my son 10 minutes past his bedtime. The time spent with each
one of my kiddos was once (and sometimes still is) an unwelcomed
duty that I participate in only out of sheer “mom-guilt.” But now,
more times than not, I welcome the pause in my harried steps.
I guess in that harried rhythm, I felt like I was somehow accomplishing more by feeling the frantic and the panic. But if I’m honest,
in that breakneck pace, while I may have been checking more things
off my to-do list, I was getting them done at the expense of my
children’s questions going unanswered or the missed moments of
sharing a valuable life lesson. By widening my step, I’ve allowed for
the stretch by not filling in the space with tiny frantic steps. Because
in the end, it will ultimately get me to the same place in the same
amount of time, but without becoming breathless and rundown.
So, I am consciously not saying, “I can’t. I’m too busy.” It’s become
my cop out, blaming and giving “busy” the power and authority
over me, my family and my life choices. Instead, I now choose to
say, “it’s not for me” or “not now.” It brings back my ownership of
time and the way I’m choosing to spend it. Because after all, being
gutsy is about reclaiming what is ours, surrendering what isn’t, and
making it work with the rhythm and cadence of our own steps of
our families. It’s taking that much needed breath in order to answer
our child’s big question about sex or taking the time to celebrate
your beautiful self. It’s a pause to ponder, “Why not?” and the chance
to muster the courage to do something significant even if it feels
small. The truth is, as mamas, we have more authority to shape our
daily lives than we think we do. So, be gutsy and find your stride.
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Essentials

Q.

TRIED & TRUE

WHAT IS YOUR GREATEST
FEAR AS A MOM?
I didn’t think I would be a good
mom, but these things just come
out of me now. I’m just naturally a good mom, which I didn’t
know I could be.

Q.
WHAT HAS BEEN
YOUR BIGGEST SACRIFICE
AS A MOM?
We chose to move across the
world, which meant leaving
my family and all of my friends
behind. We’ve done that just for
our kids.

This Is
Motherhood

Q.

You have each other’s back.
You help each other through
the trials and the good times of
motherhood. You get to share
fun stories, too.
See more of their stories at
vimeo.com/mopsinternational.

LAUREN NAEFE

WHY IS HAVING A MOM
TRIBE SO IMPORTANT?
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Night Games
1 year old

2 years old

Shh, Mama’s sleeping.

Put your best growl forward in
this active pretend play.

Do Not Disturb
MATERIALS

pillow.

A blanket and

WHAT TO DO Lay down and

cover yourself with the
blanket and make convincing snoring sounds. Tell your
child to try to wake you up.
He can pat you, jiggle you,
call your name, and pull back
the blanket. Suddenly sit up,
grab him and cover him with
kisses or tickles. Repeat,
making a game out of how
much he can “startle” you
awake.
HINT Start out with a gentler
wake up, and build up as
your child gets the hang of
the game and knows to
anticipate the tickle attack.
VARIATION Swap places and
have your child pretend to be
asleep. When they awake, be
sure your surprise is overthe-top! Got a child who isn’t
easily spooked? Make
yourself a sleeping beast and
wake up to chase your child
around the house, trying to
capture him.

Grin & Bear It

MATERIALS Winter hats,
mittens, plastic cups, stuffed
teddy bear.
WHAT TO DO Don fuzzy hats
and mittens and anything
else you can find to dress up
like a bear. Place the cups
upside down in two lines, and
space them about two to
three feet apart from each
other. Tuck Teddy at the end
of the row of cups and line up
at the opposite end next to
your child. Using your best
roar, “bear crawl” on all fours,
swerving between each cup to
see who can reach baby bear
first.
HINT Repeat this several times
and you can skip the gym,
Mama bear!
VARIATION Take the fun
outside and add extra
activities: bear rolls (somersaults), jumping bears (jacks)
and reverse bear crawls. If it
is cold outside, practice
roaring and see the breath
come out of your mouth.

3 years old

4 to 5 years old

The Gutsy
Games

Call of the Wild

Stretch your child with this
outdoor challenge.

Test your wilderness survival
skills with this kid-friendly
campout.

MATERIALS A local playground, backyard playset or
nearby open space; active
wear.
WHAT TO DO Hit up your
favorite outdoor play space
and challenge your child to
try the things she’s never
done before. Climb higher on
the ladder, go down the tall
slide, push the swing harder,
run an extra lap. When
possible, do the task with
your child to encourage her
and model your own bravery.
HINT Don’t push too hard if
something really scares your
child. Instead, take it step by
step and take time to celebrate
when she does something she’s
never done before.
VARIATION No playground
structure? Make up your own
challenges: walking the curb
like a balance beam, climbing
a tree trunk, using a jump
rope, doing a somersault or
cartwheel, kicking a ball as
far as you can.

MATERIALS Assorted sticks
or logs, orange construction
paper or cloth, sleeping bags
or blankets, flashlight and
favorite book.
WHAT TO DO Set up camp in
your living room. Build a
“fire” with the logs, placing
the crumpled orange paper in
the middle as the flame. Lay
out your sleeping bags, close
the drapes and turn off all the
lights to get the room as dark
as possible. Read your story
by flashlight.
HINT Set the scene even more
by hooting like an owl,
chirping like a bird, or
rustling like a chipmunk
might do in the bushes.
VARIATION Make s’mores!
Heat up a marshmallow in the
microwave and then “roast” it
on a stick over your fire before
making your s’more sandwich.
Drape a blanket over two
chairs to form a “tent.” Feeling
adventurous? Sleep in your
campsite overnight!

Tally Flint is a freelance writer and editor and the Children’s Nurture Coordinator at Denver Presbyterian
Church. She makes her home in Denver, Colorado, where she and her husband are vastly outnumbered by their
four children, ages 13, 11, 9 and 9.
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BY M I C H A E L W. A N D E R S O N , L P & T I M OT H Y D. J O H A N S O N , M . D.

A common challenge for parents of
young children is getting the little rug
rats to bed. Raising kids is exhausting,
so an important goal is for parents to get
a good night’s sleep, which starts with
a good night’s sleep for the kids. There
are a few parents without this challenge
(the truly fortunate), but for most, it’s an
equal opportunity issue. So, what can
caregivers do to promote reasonable and
healthy sleep hygiene in their kids? Notice
that we use the word hygiene intentionally because sleep is on the same level as
brushing your teeth, taking a shower and
using deodorant.
The bottom-line premise for parents
to understand is that kids don’t go to
sleep because it works for them not to go
to sleep. There is a payoff. When 4-yearold Evan at bedtime repeatedly whines,
“I’m thirsty,” “I’m scared,” or “I want
another book,” he does this because he
has learned from his parents’ response
that this works. When your adorable
9-month-old Emma won’t go to sleep
unless she is fed and rocked to sleep, she
will continue to cry because she knows
what’s coming … more milk and more
rocking time at 11 p.m., 1 a.m. and 3
a.m. It is working for Emma. When an
11-year-old stays up until midnight
on their Xbox, which happens to be in
their bedroom, and can’t get up in the
morning for school, it’s working for
them. Whether rocking to sleep, feeding
with a bottle or breast, reading another

book, drinking more water, or playing
the next level of Minecraft, the issue is
the same: expectations.
Different sleep-related issues happen
at different ages. Yet, the basics of sleep
hygiene are the same: routine, consistency, and follow-through. Sounds
pretty simple ... and it is.
Routine is about doing the same “ritual” of
activities leading up to the time of desired sleep.
The specific details of the routine may
vary some depending on the age of your
child, but the overall rhythm remains the
same for all ages. Here’s some examples
of bedtime routines by ages:
Infant or toddler: changing diaper,
getting on pajamas, reading a picture
book, having a few minutes of cuddle
time, then into the crib with a kiss on
the forehead, saying, “Good night, Little
One.” Preferably she is still awake, fully
aware that she is in her crib and you are
leaving the room.
Younger child: taking a bath, going to the
bathroom, brushing teeth, and getting on
PJs; followed by reading a book, having
a few minutes of cuddle time, tucking in,
saying prayers with a kiss on the forehead.
Telling him, “I love you, Little Buddy,”
then leaving his bedroom while he’s still
awake.
Elementary-age child: sending her upstairs to get on PJs, going to the bathroom and brushing teeth (by herself);
then joining her for reading, tucking in,
saying prayers with a kiss on the forehead.

Telling her, “I’ll see you tomorrow. I love
you,” then leaving her bedroom.
Older child: turning screens off two
hours before desired sleep, getting ready
for bed on his own, spending some time
unpacking how his day went, praying
together, and then lights out.
Consistency is about doing things pretty
much the same every night. Once the routine
is over, that’s it. Mom and Dad should be
out of the picture and the bedroom. Yes,
some nights might have circumstances
that change (holidays, family events), but
for the vast majority of nights the plan
should be the same.
Follow-through provides stability to a
child and cannot be overestimated. In his
parent, he knows what he’s getting. A
parent who doesn’t give in or change
the plan, and is unwavering with expectations for their child almost always has
a child who meets those expectations.
This applies to sleep and just about everything else.
Patience truly is a virtue. Sticking to
the plan of having routine, consistency,
and follow-through in place will work.
Both parents need to approach sleep for
their child the same. And attitude is everything. Parents need to remain calm,
unhindered and matter-of-fact when
starting a new reality about bedtime. Be
positive because no child likes going to
bed with an angry mom or dad. Hang in
there, do not waiver, and be patient to
see what happens.

Michael W. Anderson is a Licensed Psychologist who has spent 30 years studying
the way kids grow up. Timothy D. Johanson, M.D. is a Clinical Associate Professor
of Pediatrics at the University of Arizona with a commitment to children’s health.
They are the authors of GIST The Essence of Raising Life-Ready Kids, available at Amazon, Barnes & Noble and gistparenting.com. Also available in Kindle, Nook and audio
versions.
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The Routine
of Family
I’ve been a single parent for almost 13
years and have learned a thing or two
about creating time for my daughter
during a busy schedule. When she was
8 years old, I was a full-time graduate
student, working two and a half parttime jobs, actively writing for my blog,
and trying to stay connected to a thriving
church community as a member of the
worship and arts team. There would be
times where we would leave home for
school and work in the morning and not
return until 9 p.m. My daughter would
find herself nestled under my on-campus work desk, eating her fair share
of Goldfish snacks (which would often
serve as “dinner”) doing homework. Her
sporadic, inquisitive interruptions, “Are
we going home, yet?” would disrupt the
busyness of my life and remind me that
I needed to give as much attention to her
as I did everything and everybody else.
In this weird way, I thought that being
together in the same space – even with
piles of books between us – was “spending
time together.” We lived together, rode
in the same car together every morning
and evening, shared spaces, meals and
everything else – but it was always filled

with the demands of the day. While my
daughter was (and still is) very resilient,
forgiving and flexible, she began craving
one-on-one, uninterrupted time that
allowed her to have all of my attention.
So, we began a routine of spending time
together. It would be the only way a busy
mom of one could make this happen.
On days where dinner would be a
quick meal from Chick-Fil-A, we’d sit
on a park bench and eat the meal together. No cell phones, no books, just
me and her, chicken nuggets and all the
wiles of a third grader’s day. When the
weekend rolled around, we’d pick a board
or card game to play in the morning and
an outside activity to do in the afternoon.
In between I’d do some work (eek!), but
those times were exclusively hers.
Even though during this shift I often
felt like a toddler learning to walk on new
legs, these scheduled times together began
to feel a part of our rhythm, a part of
who we were as a family unit. Eventually,
these moments moved from “just another
part of my schedule” to something that
took precedence over things on a growing
to-do list. The unsaid fear I had that these
tasks wouldn’t get done if I didn’t give

them my attention turned out to be a
fallacy; the more time I gave my daughter, the more time I seemed to have to
efficiently work. There was some kind of
supernatural grace bestowed on me when
I expanded my time for my daughter, both
a priority to God and me.
Now, the “routine” is just a part of who
we are as a family. By learning that creating space for family creates more space
for us to complete the “tasks of life,” I no
longer hesitate to give attention when
needed. We go for walks in Central Park,
I let her do my makeup, play Uno, cook
meals together, or sometimes it’s simply
being willing to look up from my phone
or computer to watch a new dance she’s
choreographed. The opportunities for
single parents to spend time with their
children are endless when we remember
that God has equipped us with the grace
to be more than we imagined we could
be. It’s the “give and it shall be given unto
you” rule in full effect: the more time
we create for our children (even when
the pressures of single parenthood are
present), the more time we find God gives
us to manage it all. It’s a win-win for
everyone.

Rev. Alisha L. Gordon, M.Div. is a writer, teacher, scholar activist and public theologian. She marries social
justice work and spiritual growth to the prophetic call of the church to help women see their full potential in a
social and political landscape. Alisha has a 13-year-old daughter and lives in the New York City area.
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DIY
Let your imagination take you to a place where you
find beauty and strength in the small things.

ESSENTIALS

Rustic Triangle
Wreath

TIP Use faux branches and greenery from

your local craft store to make your creation
last through the winter or until next year.

TIP Ask your girlfriends to find items to

share, then make this a girlfriend DIY
get-together!

MATERIALS

 Branches (12 inches long or so, depending
on the size you want your wreath to be)
 Greenery (various colors and types to add
variety)
 Berries, pinecones
 Ribbon, twine, floral wire
 Scissors, wire cutters or needle-nosed pliers
 Nail or Command hook (for hanging)
 Optional: Hot glue gun and glue sticks
DIRECTIONS

BY Erica Krysl

 Gather the items that are most appealing to you
in texture, color and smell.
 Choose the strongest branch(es) as your base.
 Attach the greenery by placing it around the
branch(es), wrapping the floral wire and then
the ribbon around the greenery and branch(es) to
secure everything in place. Use twine, floral wire
or hot glue to secure more delicate items such as
berries or pinecones.
 Finish by attaching ribbon or twine to your
beautiful wreath.
Hang your wreath where you can see and admire it.

12
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Simply

“It takes a lot of
courage to show
your dreams to
someone else.”

DANCE PARTY

– Erma Bombeck –

Grab your records (yes, vinyl!), CDs, iPod, or favorite Spotify
playlist and throw yourself a dance party.
Try out some new moves, enjoy the music and let yourself let
loose. Even if it’s just for one song!

SECRET MESSAGES
Surprise your kids with a secret message!
Write or draw with a white crayon on a
sheet of white construction paper. Let your
child paint over the crayon with watercolors
to reveal the secret message below. Take
turns writing notes or drawing pictures.

14
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SALTED CARAMEL HOT CHOCOLATE
2 cups milk chocolate chips • 3 cups whole milk
2 cups heavy cream • ¼ cup caramel sauce
½ teaspoon sea salt
Heat all ingredients in a pan on medium heat until it
simmers. Blend together with a whisk until it’s the perfect
texture: creamy and smooth. Enjoy with your favorite
toppings, a favorite mug and your favorite people.

DEJAN RISTOVSKI

ROOK,KIM
DOBRÁNSKA RENÁTA, MICHE
DANIEL

T I D BI T S & T H O U G H T S

be gutsy
“From our crazy (yet incredibly sane) inner yell
comes the gift of God beating from within, urging
us to step out and do all that we were created to do.”
- AMY AVES CHALLENGER -

ALEXEY KUZMA

Beating From Within, page 19
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Beating From Within
BY A M Y AV E S C H A L L E N G E R

MARIJA KOVAC

When I was a child, at times I felt a little
crazy. Everybody in fourth grade was
going about their business, it seemed—
writing in math workbooks, sitting at
desks all plopped in a row. My classmates
sniffed smelly erasers and watched the
teacher write on the chalkboard, while I
was occasionally struck by a different way
of observing my surroundings. Something
inside of me was knocking and beating to
get out. Something in me wondered about
the concept of the blink, the miraculous
way my eyes flipped opened and shut, all
on their own. I wondered how and why
we were there, alive somehow in a classroom, looking at one another with similar
sets of eyeballs, listening to each other
with odd shaped attachments called ears.
At times, I marveled over the fact that we
were made of skin and bones, growing
every minute, trusting each other in a
room made of bricks, covered in ceiling
and roof made by more people whom we
didn’t even know ... I thought about stuff
like that (and still do).
Crazy, huh?
In secret moments when my mind crept
off, I pondered the concepts of school,
home, mom, dad and God – concepts
that everybody seemed to accept as they
munched on saltines and covered their
hands with Elmer’s Glue. These odd pangs
of truth would strike without warning,
leaving me feeling tiny, isolated and a
little afraid. I wanted to express what I
felt, but I didn’t know how.
When we drove through the dingy
ghettos in my Michigan town, I pressed
my face against the glassy window of our
wood-paneled Buick and sometimes my
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mind became lost in why. Why should we
permit a child to live in such a scary place?
Why not me? Why must poverty exist? No one
talked about this. Why should only people of
the same color live together? Every once in a
while, I sat in my patchwork-quilted bed
thinking a little too hard about the idea
that I had two parents who had birthed
me and someday they’d die. Nobody
talked about hard stuff, weird stuff, about
the stuff right in front of us— poverty,
pain, aging, death, life. Sometimes my
body, the world and outer space all felt
like a terrifying blessing or an impossible
coincidence.
As I grew older and began to design for
a living, to paint and to write, I confirmed
that though creativity is marketable,
many people consider unusual thinking
threatening, weird, dangerous – crazy.
Conformity is supposed to be kind of
like bliss. But for me, not expressing, not
asking questions, not wandering outside
the box is impossible.
Today as an artist and mom living
in a foreign country, I realize that the
flickers of reality I’ve had most of my
life (and I speculate everyone has) were
an invitation, a glimpse of God-shaped
space, vaster than my mind could ever
completely encompass. My thoughts
have been beckoning me away from the
straight road. They’ve pulled me from
faithlessness, from complacency, from
the myth that we need only to hangout
with people who look and act and earn
money like us. My gut has tugged me away
from the idea that we must be focused on
self first, we must parent like our friends,
focus only on achievement; we must dress

similarly, we must press ourselves and
our children to become exceptional but
not necessarily compassionate. We must
be faster at everything. We must win. No.
My body says no.
And the yank inside sometimes (if I
pay attention) pulls me away from the
theory that we must not ask why. WHY
not ask questions, why not travel to the
other hood, why not hug the stranger,
why not weep in front of one another, why
not admit when we’re confused, lacking
faith, lonely, when we’re afraid, when
we’re dying?
But today, as I’ve learned to write about
some of my questions, my true thoughts
– I’ve decided that perhaps faith comes
with the courage to hold the eyes and
heart open, no matter how crazy it feels.
Faith grows when we stare straight into
the vast space where God breathes, where
reality waits in unexpected glances, in
strange places. When we pause and step
outside our tiny worlds to meet the one
of another faith, to befriend the homeless
family, to ponder a child’s question about
race, to imagine another mom’s despair,
to peer up over a rooftop and revel at the
vastness of the stars, to gasp at the miracle
of a field leading to the Swiss Alps, to take
in the incredible feeling of a husband’s
arms. Faith comes at these times.
And from our crazy (yet incredibly
sane) inner yell comes the gift of God
beating from within, urging us to step
out and do all that we were created to
do – live in truth, gratitude, outrage. Live
in what we see, what we know, what we
truly believe.

Amy Aves Challenger is an American expat and writer/artist living in Switzerland. She is a contributor to The
MOPS Magazine and The Huffington Post. She has been published in The Washington Post, Mamalode.com, Brain,
Child Magazine, and Kind of a Hurricane Press. Read her poetry on Twitter @amychallenger and Instagram.
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Small Actions
Take Courage

“Maybe I don’t have to decide to move my family
to another country, but I do have to make small
decisions that will impact our future.”

BY A N N I E R I M

but I do have to make small decisions that
will impact our future.
We decided to move into one of the
most diverse neighborhoods in our city,
intentionally wanting to raise our daughters with people who believe differently than us and who are from different
backgrounds.
We intentionally decided that our
family will make choices so that one of
us can stay home with our girls during
these little years.
Thank God I don’t have to be as gutsy
as so many moms around the world. I’ll
never have to choose between the safety
of my children and leaving my parents
behind. I’ll never have to face daily obstacles because of decisions I made for
my family.
But that doesn’t mean I’m not gutsy.
My privilege means I have other opportunities to be bold and brave. I have the
capacity to stretch out of my comfort
zone – whether by volunteering at school
or inviting a mom at the playground to
MOPS; whether by researching donation
centers as I cull my girls’ outgrown clothes
or by listening to the nudge of creativity
to make space for writing. I’m learning
that these choices and opportunities are
valuable and important, too.
It’s hard to step outside of routines or
comfort zones, but I am always so encouraged when I do. Here are a few ideas for
small but powerful ways to expand our
own gutsiness.
Ask your school where the greatest
need is or seek overlooked volunteer
opportunities.

There’s always an unpopular place to
volunteer – whether in the lunchroom or
helping kids in homework club. Maybe
the adult language program needs
someone. Maybe there’s a night program
that would better fit your family’s schedule. Ask at the front desk; look for signs
around the hallways and consider volunteering beyond your child’s classroom.
Research organizations that best use
outgrown items.
Sometimes the Goodwill or Arc are the
easiest, but if you have time Google something like “WeeCycle.” This organization takes baby items and then sorts and
donates them to other nonprofits who
have the greatest need – from support
for teenage moms to homeless shelters.
I like the idea of our gently used items
finding the best home possible.
Carry MOPS cards in your purse or
back pocket.
I’m great at talking with other moms
at the park, but I am terrible at actually
inviting them to our MOPS group. Our
group created small business cards with
our location and meeting time and now, I
can pull one out and offer it to my fellow
moms. Having a tangible object to offer
takes out some of that initial awkwardness.
However it plays out, I’m remembering
that being gutsy sometimes means really
big and hard decisions, like moving to a
new country or learning a new language.
But often, it looks like listening, making a
new friend, and remembering that we’re
all in this mothering thing together.

Annie Rim lives in Colorado where she plays with her two daughters, hikes with her husband, and writes
about life and faith at annierim.wordpress.com. She has taught in the classroom, at an art museum, and now in
the playroom.
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We sat together, sipping coffee. She
asked how I took my coffee and I replied,
“Usually black.” She told me she was the
same. Back home, they grew and roasted
their own coffee, which she would drink
black. But here … We smiled and rolled
our eyes toward the cream-filled mugs.
We talked about family and I asked her
if she had plans to go back to Ethiopia to
see her mom. She said, “No.” Last year,
her father had been brutally killed, their
house burned down, and her mother and
siblings went into hiding. Now, they’re
able to talk on the phone sometimes, but
it’s hard. She doesn’t want to go there;
they can’t come here.
When I signed up to be a tutor for the
family literacy program at my daughter’s
school, I hadn’t anticipated these stories.
Stories of leaving children behind; of
worrying about policies impacting their
families here. Stories of loss and hope
and struggle; the reality of living as an
immigrant or refugee in America.
My first thought was that I had absolutely nothing to complain about. My
life seemed easy, privileged and unreal
compared with my fellow moms. Who
was I to feel tired or annoyed with my
kids? Who was I to question my next steps
or identity as a stay-at-home mom? These
women were working multiple jobs! They
really knew what stress and work-life
balance (or imbalance) looks like!
But that’s not fair – not to them or to
me. I’m learning to stop and listen, but not
to let the stories of others overwhelm my
own journey. Maybe I don’t have to decide
to move my family to another country,
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Behind the Glasses

ROB AND JULIA CAMPBELL

BY S O N YA S P I L L M A N N
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I sat in a beach chair and cried. Not
legit crying with sobs and shudders. It
was subtle – the kind of crying where
your tears just turn on, as if they were
emotional garden hoses connected to a
leaky spigot. With a book in one hand, I
used the other to wipe away the stream
of tears breaking past the rim of my big
black sunglasses.
The book told a story of adoption. More
than that, really, it was a book about faith.
And obedience. About helpless situations
where one young woman did what she
felt she was called, told, led – whatever
you want to call it – to do to make a difference in her world.
My two older kids played in the surf a
little ways off. The little one crawled in
the sand next to his dad. Sitting there,
I wanted, I felt, I knew – whatever you
want to call it – adoption to be a part of
our family story.
It’s easy to say, “I support adoption”
or donate money to friends who are
adopting. But it’s an entirely different
thing to look your husband in the eye
after you’ve put three healthy, beautiful
blue-eyed-just-like-their-dad children to
sleep in just as many bedrooms and say,
“What would you say about adoption …
for us?” And when he looks at you and
says, “I’d say yes,” (the answer you both
hoped for and were afraid of) you don’t
know what to do next.
I’d love to tell you a story of how I
pursued adoption beginning the very
next day. How I relentlessly went after
what God put in my heart. But I didn’t.
Instead, I did nothing.

For years.
Adoption continually pulled at my
heart, but fear – of the unknown, of
affording it, of what it could do to our
marriage and our children – paralyzed
me into inaction.
Looking at me, you’d never know I
struggle with fear: I’m not a worrier, I
don’t have trouble falling asleep, and my
house is a mess 90 percent of the time.
(I’m so completely Type B.) But I’ve lived
safe for so long, not wanting to rock the
boat, so afraid of what it would look like
and feel like to say yes to something bold
and out of the norm.
My mom died from cancer when I was
18. Seven years later, when Chris and I
had been married for five years, he had
brain surgery for a life threatening condition. Both events devastated me, although
they had different outcomes. They shaped
my life and led to a distant, hurt relationship with God. They led to fear.
Even though I felt adoption was what
we were supposed to be pursuing in this
phase of life, I also felt a need to be protective – of my family and myself. I didn’t
want to open our life to more heartache,
more trauma, more hard.
Fear smothered the desire for adoption,
strangled my ability to trust, and stifled
my faith.
When my third child was almost two
years old, I took a class at my church on
living life with purpose. Each week we
addressed the truth of God’s love for us,
how our personal histories shaped us,
and how each one of us has work to do.
It was the first time as an adult I ac-

knowledged fear’s strong grip on my
heart and realized its stagnant effects on
my soul. Despite having an outwardly full
life, I felt empty, scared and purposeless.
At one point, we wrote down two
things we’d regret not doing if we found
out we only had a certain amount of time
to live. This scenario hit close to home;
my mom was only 48 when she died
and her diagnosis came just 10 weeks
earlier. Without hesitation, I scribbled
down writing and adoption on the paper.
Instead of fear, I suddenly felt freedom.
Instead of insecurity, trust. Instead of
doubt, belief.
My version of being gutsy isn’t showy
or sexy. It’s not particularly adventurous
or provocative. But it is believing I can
trust God, trust myself, and boldly pursue
what’s in my heart. That I can step out in
faith and obedience, knowing I’m more
than the fear, the failures, the inadequacies I so often see in the mirror.
Whether it’s adoption or writing, or
whatever comes next, being gutsy isn’t
deciding to go after something I never
thought I could do; rather, it’s an ongoing
trust that God can (and will) do something with me I know I couldn’t do on
my own.
This year at the beach, I sat in a different chair and had a new book in my
hands. Waves kissed my toes and my
three older kids played in the waves. Viv,
our youngest, adopted last winter from
China, whose name means Life, collected
shells near my feet. Grateful tears filled
my eyes behind big dark sunglasses.

Sonya Spillmann is a nurse by training and a writer at heart. She is a motherless mother from the DC area
who writes for Coffee + Crumbs. You can follow her on her blog spillingover.com and on Facebook.
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Celebrate the
Ordinary
BY A M E N A B ROW N

play Nintendo. But when I tried to list
some ways I was still taking time to play
as an adult, I had a hard time coming up
with examples.
This year, two of my girlfriends told me
about how they celebrate their birthday
all month long. I winced a little at the
idea. I’d been doing OK celebrating my
birthday for one day, but what would I
do to celebrate myself the entire month?
Isn’t that excessive? Why do I think it’s
excessive to celebrate myself? I decided
to give it a try.
There was an antique auction I’d
really wanted to try, so I invited my
girlfriends to attend the auction with
me. We laughed, bid, lost and won. I had
a ladies’ night at my house and invited
my girlfriends to wear sweatpants, eat
old school snacks and watch a movie.
We laughed and had some of the most
real conversations we’d had in months.
My husband and I picked a Saturday
that month and ate our favorite childhood cereal and tried to help Mario save
the princess on Super Mario Bros. Some

friends offered us their vacation home in
Savannah, so we took them up on it and
experienced a new city for the weekend.
I had a blast! I realized celebrating
doesn’t have to be reserved for holidays or
my birthday. There are a lot of everyday,
seemingly ordinary things that deserve to
be celebrated: getting out of bed, finishing
the dishes, completing a project, surviving
the school year. I learned that celebrating
doesn’t have to cost money or require an
elaborate plan.
Dance to one of your favorite songs.
Treat yourself to a new book, a new nail
color. Try a new hairstyle. Reward yourself with a couple of hours with a friend
who makes you laugh. Sing your favorite
song really loud while you’re in the car or
in the shower. Celebrate that you made
it through the week, you survived the
season, you still have breath in your lungs.
Don’t let a special occasion be your
only reason to celebrate. Sometimes an
invitation to party awaits right in the
ordinary.

Amena Brown is an author, spoken word poet, speaker and event host. She is the author of five spoken word
albums and her latest book, How to Fix a Broken Record (2017). Amena performs and speaks at events with a mix
of poetry and storytelling. She and her husband, DJ Opdiggy, reside in Atlanta, Georgia. AmenaBrown.com.
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I don’t like glitter and I’m not a fan
of confetti. I’m not good at celebrating.
I’m a doer, a survivor, a caretaker. I can
help create a fantastic celebration for
someone else, but won’t take that same
energy and attention to celebrate myself.
For a long time I celebrated my birthday as if it were a holiday, worthy of
taking the day off, getting pampered and
eating cake. Well, to be honest, I’ll use just
about any excuse to eat cake. But as the
years have gone by, I have had to work
harder to celebrate myself, my achievements, and the ways I have watched
God’s faithfulness unfold in my life. In
so many ways, I had become the queen of
the “move on,” going from one season to
the next without taking the proper time
to celebrate.
Right before my last birthday, I read a
passage in a book about how play is also
a holy and sacred way God can speak
to us. I started to write in my journal
some ways I could play more. I tried to
remember the things I loved to play as a
child and I remembered that I loved to
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Honestly

Morning Rituals

TRUE TALES
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JOVANA
RIKALO
SUZANNE
CLEMENTS

KRISTEN CURETTE HINES

BY M A N DY A R I OTO

I have spent a lot of my years as a mom
feeling like the details of my day were out
of control. I regularly wash the same load
of laundry twice because I keep forgetting
to put it in the dryer. Yesterday, my child
accidentally licked her hands after using
a public restroom, and I thought, It’s OK,
she’s licked worse. Not to mention the article
that popped up in my news feed stating
that the average American mom spends
two hours and 51 minutes on her smartphone every day (I read it while on my
phone). I had a shame storm envelop me,
reminding me of all the ways I am failing
to make intentional choices with my time,
and that I am not enough.
Not long after, I was listening to a
podcast where the host was talking about
how there is power in developing rituals
and routines that can help bring order
to our days. “Pick one area of your life
and bring order to it,” she said. “It can be
something small, but a morning routine
would be the place that I would start.”
What I am learning is that it is the
miniscule activities in our days that lead
to massive lifelong improvements, and
sometimes it starts with something small,
like the way we start our morning.
So, here are six practical rituals that are
helping me give order to my mornings
(and my life).
Rituals for Myself:
Morning Pages
Writing three pages of anything that
comes to mind is incredibly helpful in
starting my day. This exercise helps get
rid of the random thoughts, worries, questions and to-dos that are taking up space.
And the most important part of the whole
exercise is that no one needs to ever see it,
so no need to edit myself.
Three To-Dos
Checking off items from my to-do list is

addicting, but never satisfying. If you are
anything like me, you are a professional
at overcommitting to lengthy to-do lists,
which inevitably leads to feeling like a
failure at life. Especially when all the same
tasks are still on the list the next morning. I
have decided that my to-do list is no longer
the boss of me, and to prove it, I now create
a list of three to-dos that I am committed
to accomplish that day. Only three. This
has simplified my life tremendously and
also given me a sense of accomplishment.
Pray
Many days my prayer life consists of
all three of my kids bickering over who
gets to sit next to the window in the car,
which prompts me to have a quick check
in with Jesus so I don’t say anything that
I would be embarrassed if my neighbors
overheard. This is why an intentional few
minutes of prayer each morning feels revolutionary. My prayer time is different each
day, sometimes I just sit silently and listen,
other mornings I pray for each of my kids.
Regardless of the words, I find it is in the
repetition of daily practice that I start to
hear God in ways that I never had before.
Rituals With My Kids:
Playlist With a Twist
Instead of having to remind kids to do
certain tasks, a simple solution is to make a
playlist where each song cues them to transition to their next activity. My kids know
that when “This Is My Year” by Family
Force 5 comes on it means that they should
be getting dressed, and when “Glorious” by
Macklemore (it’s the clean version, deep
breaths) comes on they should be eating
breakfast. It takes a few days for all of us
to get into our groove and we regularly
make a new playlist when we get tired of
the songs, but overall my kids love starting
their day with their favorite songs and I
love not having to nag.

Happy Days Notebook
The idea of a gratitude journal feels so
Church Lady 1995, but the annoying truth:
it works. Each morning when my kids are
eating breakfast, we all sit down and write
or draw three things we are thankful for
in our one dollar composition books we
call our Happy Day Notebooks. Even when
my kids were little and couldn’t write, they
would draw pictures. The only guideline
is you can’t list something that you wrote
the day before. Honestly, it has radically
shaped the way they view the world and
reminds them (and me) to actively look for
things to write in our journals the next day.
Bear Hug
Hugs are powerful. Research tells us that
a hug a day, preferably lasting longer than
a minute, makes us healthier, happier and
even boosts our math skills (the benefits
are shocking). That’s why I hug each of my
kids every morning for at least one minute.
They get squirmy, but secretly love it. I
know this because if I forget, they remind
me. There are mornings when I am busy
and want to rush the ritual, but instead
I allow it to slow me down and recenter
my priorities.
Whatever rituals you choose to incorporate into your morning, make sure they
serve you well. Don’t keep doing something that feels like a chore or doesn’t make
your day better. The only practices worth
spending moments on are the ones that
improve your heart and soul. So, here’s
to intentional mornings that turn into
beautiful lives.
For a behind the scenes conversation with
Mandy go to vimeo.com/mopsinternational.

Mandy Arioto is a mom of three and the President and CEO of MOPS International. Her book, Starry-Eyed:
Seeing Grace in the Unfolding Constellation of Life and Motherhood, can be purchased on Amazon, Barnes & Noble
or the MOPS Store online. Check in with her at mandyarioto.com.
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Unicorn on
the Mantle
BY K A R I S SA BA R K E R

KARISSA BARKER

There is an antique golden unicorn on
the mantle of my fireplace. If you look
close, you can see the web of fracture lines
held together with super glue. One leg has
a meandering line held together all the
way around it, and the gilded horn sits
haphazardly atop several layers of glue.
The unicorn was on my Grandmother
Shirley’s mantle growing up, and I had
always admired it. One day, before her
dementia started robbing her more forcibly, she gave the unicorn to me. I was
taken aback that Grandma gave me such
a significant gift, right off her mantle.
Then she told me she had always despised it.
My grandmother fought breast cancer
twice and won. She had the mastectomy scars on her slight frame to prove
it. Her daughter, at the age of 36, fought
breast cancer and lost. I think it must not
have been too long after my aunt passed
that Grandma got the unicorn. She and
my grandpa were in a china shop with
friends, and Grandma somehow managed
to knock that precarious unicorn over
and break it. She had to buy it and said
she hated it since then.
I wish you could’ve seen the way
Shirley’s eyes danced with laughter, as
they often did, when she told me she hated
that darn (a milder version of her word
choice) unicorn, and the story of how it
ended up sitting smugly on her mantle
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all those years. I have thought of that
conversation a lot since then. Why on earth
would Grandma keep that unicorn front and
center, all glued back together on her mantle?
I never got a chance to ask her. Giving
me that unicorn was one of the last times
I can remember Grandma being totally
lucid before dementia started greedily
stealing more and more from her. She
knew what was coming and had prepared
her kids, home and affairs for that great
thief, as methodically as she pieced back
together that unicorn.
After losing her, I think I know why
she kept that blasted thing. That unicorn
mosaic told her she could put the pieces
back together again. As proof that life
fills in the cracks. She could go on and
fight and win. An air force wife who
made a home for her family in countless
countries and cities. Who saw the plane
crashes and bombings and had to wait a
day to hear whether her pilot husband
was one of the downed. Who knew the
deepest loss a mother could face, but kept
on breathing. Shirley’s life had been in
shambles at times, yes, but she was still
together, albeit bearing deeper scars than
the unicorn on the mantle.
The first time I broke the unicorn, I
was due to have my daughter any day.
The sting from losing my grandmother
was fresh; she had died a couple of weeks
earlier. Three weeks before my daughter

(her first great grandchild) would be born,
my husband and I were moving bookshelves and watched with held breath
as the unicorn rocked and slow, slow,
slowly tipped. It shattered, and I felt a
release to mourn my grandmother fully
that I hadn’t had yet.
“I am so sorry.” My husband’s voice
caught as he held me, as I held the unicorn
over my swollen belly. “I know how much
the unicorn meant to you and your
grandma.” A bubble of giggle escaped
out of me, and I looked up at his surprised
face. “Have I ever told you how Grandma
got the unicorn?”
Every time I broke the unicorn after,
I did what my grandmother did. I methodically picked the pieces up, grieved
the loss, sighed, and put that blasted thing
back together again.
Now, I keep that unicorn on my
mantle and remember the resilience of
us mothers, us women. A one-horned
admonishment sits up there telling me,
“You can survive the brokenness. The glue
that holds us together can mend, yes, but
you will always see the cracks; you will
always feel them when you touch. But
there is beauty there. There is beauty that
rises from the ashes.” So, live fiercely and
boldly and gutsy. Life has a way of filling
in the cracks.

Karissa Barker is a mom of one who battles chronic illness every day, and who strives to find a way to live
gladly in Christ no matter what she faces. She shares a life lived gladly on karissabarker.com.
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Gird Your Loins
M E L A N I E DA L E

“I have seeds in my balls? How do
they come out? Surgery? IS IT WITH A
NEEDLE?!”
The sex talk went great, guys. Clearly
I disarmed the situation like a champ.
It all started when we got a new dog.
This sweet thing had been tied up and left
to die by a dumpster. Apparently, he had
not received a lot of care, so when we met
him, he still had his big ol’ boy balls exploding from his rear like an orangutan.
My kids’ eyes grew wide and I could tell
they were trying to figure out this section
of real estate they’d never seen before.
When we picked him up from the vet a
few days later, those big globs were gone
and my son wanted to know what happened to them. Was it an infection? Did
an ointment clear it up? Nope, Son, those
were his balls and we had them cut off.
“What are balls?” he asked innocently.
“Those things hanging between your
legs,” I replied.
He grabbed those things hanging
between his legs and looked at me in
horror. I assured him he’d be keeping
his because I do want grandchildren
someday. Someday far, far in the future.
Fast forward a few years and he’s
asking why he has the balls and what
the balls are actually for. That’s when I
decided to talk about seeds. I explained
how boys have seeds and girls have eggs
and it takes one egg and one seed to make
a baby. And this is how we made him:
Mommy and Daddy went to the good
scientists at the fertility clinic, who took
an egg and a seed and made him in a test
tube. Which is a completely regular way
to make babies that doesn’t involve a

John Mayer CD and a bottle of Chianti.
In hindsight, “Your Body Is a
Wonderland” might have been easier to
explain, because hearing about the turkey
baster and the shots and the test tube
ended up sounding scarier. Go figure. I
told him that Daddy would explain the
ins and outs of how seeds and eggs usually
get together.
While Daddy was handling the seed
situation, I took our oldest on a mother-daughter weekend to really unpack
the whole thing, do some fun shopping,
and usher her into puberty with every
awkward conversation I could think of.
I surprised her with a fancy hotel downtown, and we hung out in the hot tub,
stayed up late talking, and answered
questions she didn’t know she had.
After a while, she realized that I knew
so much about sex because I was totally
doing it. It felt like that scene from every
horror movie when the ingénue walks
slowly down the hallway toward the
basement door. She hears sounds coming
from the basement and something illogical compels her toward the source. She
has to know the truth. We scream at her
from the audience, “Turn away! Save
yourself! Don’t do this!” But she has to
know. That’s exactly like my daughter
stumbling toward this conversation.
Ana: “You and Daddy just did it the one
time, but not anymore, right?”
Me: “No, we still do it.”
Ana: “What?”
Me: “In the guest room, in the basement
so you guys can’t hear us.”
Ana: “All those times I’ve seen you
going to the basement ... I thought you

were watching TV.”
Me: “Sometimes we were watching TV
and sometimes we were having The Sex.”
Ana: “I can’t know this.”
Me: “I really don’t want you freaking
out every time we go to the basement.”
Ana: “Too late.”
A few nights later, she wouldn’t go
upstairs at bedtime so I said, “OK, well,
Daddy and I are going to the basement,”
and I’ve never seen her get ready for bed
so fast. The basement has become our
ticket to alone time. Sex education helps
everyone.
Now that I am a parent of older kids,
I realize the awkwardness is on both
sides, but it’s a gauntlet we must traverse.
There is no escaping talking about sex,
so I’ve decided to embrace it and make
it as normal as possible, which requires
shoving my prissy feelings way, way down
and composing my face in an unflinching
smile. Nothing will phase me. Sex is not scary.
Come to me, Child, with all your questions,
because I have all the answers you seek and I’m
terrified of you googling it on the interwebz.
I’m actually enjoying this phase with
my kids, as we prepare them for adulthood and watch as they grow into actual
mature human people. It’s fun relating
to them on a different level. Whether
your kids are still little or approaching
an awakening, gird your loins, because
The Talk is coming for you. Or more like
Talks. I told my oldest, “This is merely
the beginning of a lifelong conversation between the two of us.” As you can
imagine, she’s totally thrilled.

Melanie Dale is the author of several books, including Women Are Scary: The Totally Awkward Adventure of
Finding Mom Friends. Living in the Atlanta area, she records her podcast, Lighten Up With Melanie Dale, blogs at
unexpected.org, and raises her three kids from three different continents.
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An escape.
A space to rejuvenate.
A moment of inspiration.
A little mom sugar.
Take a break from all those
tiny moments of mothering
you do every single day and
let us help you rekindle.
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